MEpM Welcomes Year 2

On January 28, 2009, LMF officially launched Year 2 for the Mais Escola Para Mim (MEpM) scholarship program in Magude. The young participants, their parents, LMF staff members and Magude educational officials were all in attendance to celebrate the occasion and look ahead to a year of hard work and self-improvement.

Deputy Director of LMF, Mr. Gabriele Fossati-Bellani, opened the festivities with a speech that welcomed parents from the many outlying districts of Magude and recounted the success experienced by the first group of MEpM scholars.

Afterwards Gabe presented each new family with a symbolic LMF diploma. “Each time you look at these diplomas,” Gabe explained, “know that your daughters are being cared for, that they are studying, that they are working to better their lives and that of their families.”

Parents then took turns thanking LMF, in speech and in song, followed by a delicious luncheon (prepared by MEpM staff coordinators Mariana Manhique, Fatimah Manhique, and Iracema Matsinhe).

Mutola’s Legacy Sealed

Mozambique has five national symbols: the President of the Republic, the national flag, the national anthem, the currency, and—without dispute—Maria de Lurdes Mutola. For many, at home and abroad, Mutola standing proudly on the athletic podium, wrapped in the flag, listening to the anthem, is the single most vivid embodiment of Mozambique.

On January 21, 2009 the Mozambican postal service and the Mozambican Ministry of Youth and Sport launched an official 8.00 MT Lurdes Mutola stamp (approximately USD 0.30) to commemorate the career and celebrate the success of the country’s recently retired golden girl and preeminent philanthropist.
MZ Youth: YES We Can

Program Description

Young people, aged 16-18, from countries with significant Muslim populations live as a “son” or “daughter” in an American family and attend high school for an academic year. YES students share their host families’ everyday lives, engage in school activities and volunteer in their communities. They learn about American society and values while helping to educate others about the customs and culture of their homelands. The Educational and Cultural Affairs Bureau of the U.S. Department of State, along with other organizations in the US exchange community, started YES in the years following September 11 to build bridges between citizens of the U.S. and countries around the world.

In 1991, Maria de Lurdes Mutola came to the state of Oregon on a grant provided by the International Olympic Solidarity Committee. She stayed with an American family, enrolled in local schools to learn English, and trained with some of the best track coaches in the world. There, in the Pacific Northwest, thousands of miles away from her beloved home city of Maputo, Mutola developed into an elite athlete and a national symbol.

This is the type of experience the Lurdes Mutola Foundation hopes to offer by linking with AFS Intercultural Programs, a new partnership that will provide five talented Mozambican teenagers from Maputo and Nampula with an opportunity to spend a year living in and learning about American culture. Whether or not they’re athletes like Maria, the expectation is that these special participants will return home recommitted to their personal future and to bettering the future of their country.

Bert Vercamer of AFS South Africa and Felicidade Moiane of LMF have co-organized the implementation and selection processes for YES in Mozambique. Initial plans began in September with a focus on working through the Ministry of Education and secondary school system to include as many students as possible in the cities of Maputo and Nampula. The combined LMF-AFS team met with school directors and ministry officials, held town-hall style information sessions, and sat down with interested parents of applicants to answer questions and address any concerns. Felicidade and LMF Director of Institutional Development, Gabriel Fossati-Bellani, also sat in on Radio Mozambique to publicize YES through the Maputo airwaves.

LMF-AFS has also been working closely with Viraj LeBailly and the U.S. Embassy’s Public Affairs Office in Maputo. The Embassy has graciously supported YES Mozambique with additional travel funds has agreed to help arrange student visas and plan official send-off events. In Nampula, where there is a significant population of Muslim Mozambicans, English professor Joao Sales from the Language Institute has helped tremendously with logistical planning.

On December 5th and 6th in Maputo and December 7th and 8th in Nampula, LMF-AFS held its selection (long) weekend. Having already received applications that include personal information, essays, academic record, teacher recommendations, and photographs, teams of volunteers conducted personal interviews, parent interviews, and group interview sessions. This greatly helped in gauging personalities and determining if an applicant could be successful in an American school and family. The following week volunteers then made selective visits to the homes of the strongest candidates.

On January 23rd, 24th, and 25th LMF hosted the first YES-Mozambique orientation for the top 10 finalists at the Hoyo-Hoyo Hotel in Maputo. Candidates participated in group discussions and information sessions focused on personal identity and volunteer-led presentations on cultural sensitivity and awareness. The orientation also served as the first time the candidates had a chance to interact (cont.)

To learn more about the YES Program go to www.yesprograms.org
LMF “Spotlight”: Program Director in Education

Iracema William Matsinhe

Iracema, can you please introduce yourself and explain briefly why you wanted to work with LMF and the MEpM project?

My name is Iracema William Matsinhe. I’m 26 years old and live in Matola. I hold a degree in International Relations and Diplomacy from the Superior Institute of International Relations in Maputo. I wanted to work with LMF because it gives me an opportunity to apply some of the knowledge I acquired over 4 years at university, and above all, it’s a chance to work with young people. I wholly believe that education is the key to a population’s development. MEpM is very special to me because it deals with issues of gender and class. It promotes victims of marginalization in Africa and recognizes the role of women as a force for development.

You’ve only been working on MEpM for a short while. What are your initial thoughts?

Positive. Things are going well. I see MEpM as a baby that I need to keep in good health. The program is fully operational and is already showing results. Our work has been recognized by parents and school officials in the district of Magude. I could see the satisfaction and excitement of the faces of participating parents and girls during the opening ceremony for the 2009 campaign. It was great.

What do you think the LMF should do to improve the project and make it more productive?

It’s crucial that the project improves in two areas. First we need to make the community of Magude more aware of what we’re trying to do with MEpM and what issues the program is trying to address, namely the disparity in educational opportunities between boys and girls. We faced enormous difficulties during the recruitment process because unfortunately there’s still a lack of understanding in Magude and the outlying villages. Either we can wait for that to change with time or we can actively build bridges with the community.

Secondly, we’re working to supplement the girls’ school education with some constructive, regular extra-curricular activities. For example, a series of workshops on sexual and reproductive health (HIV/AIDS), computer training, cooking and sewing lessons. A lot of girls say they want to become nurses or doctors when they’re older. So why not help out and learn from the nurses and doctors working at the health clinic in Magude? This is a way to address both of the issues I mentioned.

Professionally, what do you expect to gain from working at LMF?

I expect to gain experience in the development sector and rural development. I expect to better understand the actual situation in Mozambique. I’ve learned a lot about my country and my country’s development on paper, but this is a chance to see it with my own eyes.

LMF Signs Capacity building Memo

In mid-January LMF signed a Memorandum of Understanding with WINGS (Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support) that will provide a USD 20 000.00 grant in order to address the costs related to building institutional capacity. These funds will enhance board member participation in Foundation activities, allay travel and document translation costs, and will help the Foundation directors design a comprehensive fundraising strategy and endowment policy.
The Lurdes Mutola Foundation, a not-for-profit, non-governmental organization was founded in 2001 in Maputo, Mozambique. It now works in five of Mozambique’s eleven provinces. The Foundation is chaired by Maria de Lurdes Mutola, Mozambique’s only Olympic gold medalist. The thematic areas of its programs are: education, sports, culture, and entrepreneurship.

**Vision**

A society that recovers the self-esteem, initiative, entrepreneurship, solidarity, and the sense of leadership of youth, with a view to their professional, social, intellectual and physical development, while simultaneously creating bases for its sustainability.

**Mission**

Promote and facilitate the empowerment and development of youth, encouraging them to awaken their entrepreneurial spirit, their creativity, initiative and their physical and intellectual capacities, through working in partnership with interested organizations and communities.

**About Our Organization**

The Lurdes Mutola Foundation, a not-for-profit, non-governmental organization was founded in 2001 in Maputo, Mozambique. It now works in five of Mozambique’s eleven provinces.

The Foundation is chaired by Maria de Lurdes Mutola, Mozambique’s only Olympic gold medalist. The thematic areas of its programs are: education, sports, culture, and entrepreneurship.

**Visit the Lurdes Mutola Foundation and the Friends of LMF Online**

www.flmutola.org.mz  www.youngmindsofafrica.org

**Mozambican Sports Information: C.E.D.I.D. At Your Fingertips**

Want the latest news or images in Mozambican sports? Need information related to Mozambican athletic federations, associations, clubs, organizations, competitions, and athletes? CEDID (Centro de Documentação e Informação Desportivo de Moçambique) online, an initiative of the Lurdes Mutola Foundation in partnership with the Mozambican Ministry of Youth and Sport, is the easiest way to access and learn about the competitive world of Mozambican amateur and professional athletics. CEDID is also an information depot for international sporting matters, from English Premier League updates to cricket scores. Vasco Zaracias, LMF’s Program Officer in Sports and IT, is CEDID’s webmaster. He can be reached through email at zitohulls@gmail.com.

**Get Your Mutola Biography Now!**

Copies of Maria Mutola’s official biography, “My Life in 1 Minute, 55 seconds and 11 milliseconds,” are now available in local Mozambican bookstores. Please note that currently copies are only available in Portuguese. Please visit the following distributors:

Mabonku – on Ave. Julius Nyere (next to Xenon)

Editoras e Livrarios -

**Questions? Concerns? Contact Avelina Langa at langavina8@gmail.com**

LMF is rapidly expanding. Currently we work in the provinces highlighted here in orange.